Lecture 1: Introduction and Course Description

Sept. 5 2012

These notes and all course materials will be available at http://pruffle.mit.edu/3.016-2012. Students should bookmark this site and use it to download lecture notes, homework, and reading assignments for laboratories and lectures. This site is roughly the same as last year’s site, but a few items may be updated as the semester proceeds. The site may change throughout the semester. Homeworks and other materials from previous years may be valuable to students.

The web materials for 3.016 are revised each year. Previous years’ notes, homeworks, and laboratories are available at http://pruffle.mit.edu/3.016-2012 (and links to previous years) and may be useful to you.

There are a few things you should do immediately:

• If you don’t have your own laptop, then let me know and we can use MIT’s laptop loaner program: http://ist.mit.edu/services/hardware/lcp.

• Get a copy of the MIT student’s Mathematica: http://ist.mit.edu/services/software/vsils/mathematica/students

• Read (grayscale pdf) or (color pdf). As part of the first homework, there is an agreement that you understand MIT’s policy on academic integrity. Please sign this understanding and staple it to your first homework. You will not receive any credit for assignments turned in prior to the submission of the signed understanding.

Preface

Materials Science and Engineering is a discipline that combines knowledge of chemistry, mechanics, and physics and then applies them to the study of materials and their properties. It is a challenging and diverse enterprise—obtaining expertise in a large set of diverse subjects—but is one that will be very rewarding and fulfilling.

Mathematics is the language that binds together disparate topics in physics, engineering, and chemistry. Thus, this subject is for undergraduate materials scientists and engineers who wish to learn about the mathematics that is essential to their chosen field. I have included a lecture and an address given by Maxwell at the end of this lecture. Maxwell articulates the role of Mathematics in physics and experimental sciences as well as it can be done, and as part of the first assignment I would like you to write a short essay about one of Maxwell’s viewpoints.

While it is possible to become an excellent materials scientist and engineer without some working knowledge of a large subset of mathematical topics, it is much easier to master this discipline with mathematics to guide you. Through mathematics, you will discover that some topics have similarities that are not obvious and, in fact, are not taught to you as being similar. Such similarities and analogies will make learning much, much easier—and I believe much more enjoyable.

MIT’s Department of Materials Science and Engineering (MS&E) subjects have been designed with the philosophy that students will benefit more from a solid background in, and a working knowledge of, the wide range math problem solving techniques that pertain specifically to MS&E, rather than a limited subset of topics (albeit at more depth and rigor) as taught in a one-semester subject in a Mathematics department. It is reasonable to ask, “Is this subject a substitute for a a ‘Linear Algebra’ or ‘Partial Differential Equations’ from the Math department?” The answer is, “no, not entirely.” This subject is not a replacement for a single math subject that provides the rigorous foundations of Mathematics, and I encourage you to take such math classes in the future if you have time. This subject is designed to be very broad in scope and therefore its depth in any one topic is limited. However, you will learn to use mathematics as a tool to solve engineering problems in this course. And, you will
learn math by applying it to familiar problems. I believe it will be easier and more interesting to take a Math department course after you finish 3.016.

I do believe very strongly that you will enjoy studying math more after taking this introduction and that the mathematical background you will receive this semester will make your Materials Science education richer and more rewarding.

I have designed this subject to help you learn as much essential math as possible in a short time. To this end, this subject has several unusual aspects that you will need to know.

3.016 Mathematical Software

Symbolic mathematical computer software (CAS) is a tool used by almost every applied scientist. Such software helps produce results quickly, visualizes and documents the results, and minimizes the silly errors that creep into complicated mathematical manipulations. Although there are many other good choices, I have decided to use MATHEMATICA® as a vehicle for learning and doing mathematics. It has a fairly steep learning curve. Once learned however, it rewards the time investment with a powerful tool that, though not a replacement for mathematical understanding, will serve as an aid to help you think about, visualize, compute, and solve mathematics problems faster and more accurately. I believe that the steep learning curve helps you learn other computer languages faster—and you will need to learn several as your career progresses.

MATHEMATICA® is available for all MIT students, both on Athena (free) and via student licenses for their own machines. You will need a license for your laptop.

You will need MATHEMATICA® for your first homework set and laboratory, and you should try to get it loaded and working very soon, preferably by the end of the first lecture day. If you have a laptop, I suggest that you install MATHEMATICA® on it as soon as possible. If you don’t have a laptop, I can write you a letter so that you can get one through MIT’s laptop-loaner program: http://web.mit.edu/lcp/.

Note, the purpose of this course is not to teach MATHEMATICA®. I will teach you how to use it as a tool to learn and solve problems. Thus, you will have a fairly good working knowledge of the software and will have the elements—if you invest the time and work—to become a MATHEMATICA® power-user in the future. In this course, you will learn enough basics so that you be able to solve engineering problems faster, more accurately, and more beautifully, than your MATHEMATICA®-naive cohorts. I will teach some power-user methods in the recitation sections.

There are useful tutorial short videos on the web http://www.wolfram.com/broadcast/. You should also look at the links under the “Welcome Window” that starts up the first time you launch MATHEMATICA®.

Laboratories in this course will be performed using MATHEMATICA®. Laboratory assignments must be completed during the laboratory period and an electronic copy of a MATHEMATICA® notebook for each laboratory must be emailed to the instructor and the TA.

3.016 Recitations

The first two recitations this year will be dedicated to getting students up-to-speed with programming and familiarity with problem-solving with Mathematica.

However, the remaining recitations will be lectures on fundamentals of mathematical physics.

Attendance at recitations is mandatory. If I find that students stop participating in recitations, then I will revoke the examination policy below and give exams on the recitation material.
3.016 Examination Philosophy

Tests and exams are powerful motivators to get students to take a subject seriously, but I believe that working through homework problems promotes learning better—particularly for self-motivated students, who are the ones who deserve to learn more.

Therefore, there will be no written exams, tests, or quizzes in 3.016. (As described above, this policy may be reversed if students do not participate in recitations.) Your grade will be based on your homeworks, laboratories, participation in class and recitations, and oral exams given during the recitation. The homeworks and the laboratories will be graded carefully (described below). A homework calendar is given below.

3.016 Homework

The purpose of the homework is to help you solidify your understanding of mathematics applied to engineering and science problems by working through examples. Some examples will be exercises in mathematics; others will be exercises in application of mathematics for solving engineering and science problems. I encourage you to use Mathematica® to solve your homework problems, and you will turn in solutions as printed Mathematica® notebooks. Nevertheless to appreciate what symbolic mathematics programs can do for you, there will be some exercises that I will ask you to do with pencil and paper. Nevertheless, there is no harm in checking your “by-hand” with symbolic mathematics, or to use it to skip steps.

In previous years, students have had some difficulty printing homeworks on Athena printers; perhaps this difficulty may arise this year. I believe the difficulty arises from the size of the file, which can become very large when there are lots of graphics, especially rendering of 3D graphics. When this happens, you can shrink the size of the file by selecting the graphic, and then using the (Cell Menu's)→(Convert To)→(Bitmap); this should make the graphic easier to print.

I've also come to believe that doing estimates is an important analytical skill. This year I am adding an Estimation Exercise to each problem set. There will be a URL for you to enter your best estimates, and I will publish the distribution of your estimates on the web.

When you do homework, you are not under the potentially menacing eyes of an exam proctor. This means that you can receive help in the form through various resources, by asking experts, or interacting with fellow students.

Resources  Go to the library (and its web-equivalent), or refer other media to find solutions to problems. It is good practice and you will learn quite a bit by doing so. I recommend that you first attempt to find a solution before going to the library—not only will it help you appreciate the solution, it will also make your search a bit easier! However, if your solutions derive from any source that you have found, then you must cite that source. Plagiarists will receive NO CREDIT for their work. Even if you cite work, you should not copy and paste it. I may ask any of you, from time-to-time how you solved a problem and if you can’t tell me, then I will set your credit for that problem to zero. Also, because I can’t tell who is plagiarizing and who is the source the following policy will be enforced: if any two or more handed-in homework-assignments appear to be duplicated without proper citation, then ALL of the homework-assignments will receive NO CREDIT. This applies to the “original document” as well.

Experts  By all means, consult with experts on your homework. It is a good idea to do this as long as you understand what you turn in.

You are responsible for understanding and being able to explain all of the work for which you expect to be credited to you. I may ask you to explain a homework problem that you have turned in, and in that way ascertain whether you will get credit for the assignment—or not.
Classmates I think it is both inevitable and beneficial to give and receive help. Cooperating on homework will help you learn to communicate your ideas and begin to appreciate the difficulties and rewards of teamwork.

However, the work you turn in must be your own, and any help must be properly cited. **Just citing that you received help and copying another’s homework is cheating. You risk getting no credit—and you risk removing credit from whomever helped you.**

Also, if you help one of your classmates—and I certainly hope you will—be wary of others just turning in your work, you may end up losing all credit for your assignment. However, do ask the person you help to acknowledge that they received help from you—this will help you and it won’t cost them anything.

As explained below, the homework assignments in 3.016 will be, in part, cooperatively oriented.

You will find that you are more busy some weeks than others and relying on a classmate during a busy week can be a life-saver. However, if you start slacking off and don’t hold up your end of the bargain when you are able, you will engender resentment, as well as endanger professional and friendly relationships. I leave it to your own conscience to play fairly and contribute when you can and, while understanding that everyone experiences different kinds of pressures, to be forthright and honest with others who do not contribute consistently.

However, you must contribute something to every problem on every group assignment. If you don’t contribute, you must state it. If I find out later that you didn’t contribute to a problem, but took credit for it, then you will receive NO CREDIT for the entire assignment. If you do this more than once, I may fail you.

It is fairly easy for the instructor to ascertain who is slacking and who is not. I can’t say that my good opinion has any particular value; but keep in mind, that slackers may have hard time regaining my good opinion.

Homework cooperation has a potential downside because you all receive individual grades. We will attempt to mitigate this downside by dividing the homework into two parts:

**Group** For some of the homework sets, a multi-part problem will be designated as a *Group Exercise*. For these, the entire group will turn in one homework. Every member of the group who puts their name on the turned-in assignment will receive exactly the same credit for the homework grade (unless it has been determined later that the student did not contribute).

Homework groups will be assigned. The groups will change from problem-set to problem-set and the members will be assigned randomly. Each group will be assigned a homework leader who will be responsible for arranging meetings and turning in the homework.

For each group problem, I suggest that the students agree to divide up various tasks. For example, one student would develop the model, one would work out the mathematical approach, another would develop the Mathematica® code, another should comment the code, another student should be responsible for writing descriptions and interpretations of the results, and another student should be responsible for improving the graphics.

By putting each individual’s name on a homework assignment, the group verifies that each indicated person has contributed to the assignment. By putting your own name on the group’s turned-in assignment, indicates that you have reviewed all of the assignment; if questioned, each person should be able to describe how each problem was done. MIT’s policy on academic integrity is also the policy for 3.016.

Group problems will be submitted electronically by 10AM on the due date.

From time to time, I may ask individual members of a homework group to summarize all of the members’ contributions.
**Individual** Each problem set will contain a few problems for each student to complete individually. These problems will be of the textbook variety and will be constructed by the instructor. The individual problems will be easier than the group exercises. They are designed to maintain a sufficient amount of currency and emphasize that reading the textbook is an essential part of this course. The problems will demonstrate the benefits of having symbolic mathematics software. Individual problems will be submitted into the box outside room 13–4053, no later than 10AM on the due date.

Non-stapled homework will be penalized 50%. Paper clips and folded corners are not staples.

**If you turn in work that you did not do, then you are cheating. If you turn in work that derives from another source and do not cite it, then you are plagiarizing.** As a first assignment in this course, every one of you should read MIT’s policy on academic integrity (html) or (grayscale pdf) or (color pdf) immediately.

3.016 Laboratory

There will be a 3.016 laboratory each Thursday that 3.016 meets (see calendar below). The labs will be practical and will focus on using Mathematica® effectively.

There will be assigned readings from the Mathematica® help browser that comes with the software. You should always do this reading before the laboratory, or you may not be able to finish your assignment and turn it in before the end of the laboratory in order to get credit. You will be able to get help from the instructor, or your classmates during the laboratory. However, if it becomes apparent that you did not do the reading, the instructor will not give you help.

If you stay current in the course material and keep up with the homework assignments, you should have no difficulty doing the laboratory assignments if you do the pre-assigned reading.

You should have your own laptop running Mathematica® and bring it to the lab with you. Laptop loaners from MIT computing services are available.

Grades

As stated above, all of the final grade will depend on the homework, the laboratory assignments, class participation, group contributions, and oral exams. There is no fixed average grade for this course; the average will depend on the entire class performance. However, if your homework grades and your laboratory reports are consistently within the top quartile, then it is extremely likely that you will receive an A.

Homeworks will be evaluated on the basis of:

**Accuracy** The solution must be a reasonable and correct answer to the homework question.

**Exposition** The solution must clearly show the reasoning that was utilized to find it and the method of solution should be clearly apparent. Clear and explanatory solutions will be ranked higher.

**Beauty** Good solutions will often require graphics that, with care, can beautifully explain the solution. The layout of the page, the quality of the supporting prose, the clarity of the graphics, and all that “je ne sais quoi” is fairly subjective but very important. The grader will include a judgment of your craft and art.

**Observation** Supplemental observations provide aids in understanding and demonstrate mastery of a topic. An example of a supplemental observation might be something like, “Note that in the limit of long times, that the total concentration goes to zero. This is sensible because the boundary condition on mass flux is directed outward everywhere on the finite domain.”
Just getting the answer does not suffice: to make an evaluation of whether the homework you are turning in is good or not, ask yourself the questions, “If someone else reads this homework, could they understand quickly how I constructed the answer?” and “If I keep this homework and refer to it two years from now, will it be valuable reminder of something I’ve learned?”

Laboratories will be graded on their completeness, demonstrated mastery of Mathematica® for that assignment, and exposition.

Grade Calculations

Because there are no exams, homeworks will be graded very rigorously. Every attempt will be made to assign scores that distinguish good work from shoddy work. The Least Best Solution to a Homework Problem may receive zero points.

Homework Calendar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homework</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 4 (very difficult and time consuming)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set 7 (very difficult and time consuming)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Late Policy

Laboratory assignments must be turned in electronically during the laboratory period. You must show documentation of unforeseeable emergencies that prevent you from attending a laboratory period. Any missed laboratories must be made up by special arrangement. If for some reason, you cannot complete a laboratory during the laboratory period, you should send a paragraph explaining why you could not finish.

It is your responsibility to do the assigned reading before the laboratory.

Textbook

We will refer a fairly general textbook on applied mathematics (E. Kreyszig, Advanced Engineering Mathematics, tenth ed., J.W. Wiley, ≈ 1200 pages). You’ll notice that reading assignments do not follow the table of contents—while I like the book, there are pedagogical reasons for studying mathematics in the sequence I chose to follow in this subject. I’ve purchases a kindle version of the book and it is well-typeset. Extra material pertaining to materials science specifically will be created and placed on the web.

I have identified 66 sections of the book (330 pages in total) for required reading. The readings for each lecture will appear in the Lecture Notes and posted on the course web-site at: http://pruffle.mit.edu/3.016-2012. I hope you will keep up with the reading—I think it would be wise to give the material a cursory reading prior to the lecture and then read it more carefully before starting the homework.

I recommend buying the book, it will be useful during the term and in the future. However, I also believe you could get by without it by doing a bit of research on the mathematics topics that we will cover in each lecture. There are plenty of free resources, and the Help-Browser in Mathematica has some useful description of many topics. Wikipedia is getting better all of the time, but is not
a substitute of a good textbook (yet). mathworld.wolfram.com is an excellent resource. It is not mandatory that you buy the book because it is very expensive.

This course is designated as a 12 (3-1-8) unit subject\(^1\) Time spent awake during lectures and recitations is less than half of your job—reading and doing homework comprise the greater part.

**Lecture Notes**

Lecture notes (like these) will be available for you to print out for each lecture. The lecture notes will be available at: [http://pruffle.mit.edu/3.016-2012](http://pruffle.mit.edu/3.016-2012) These will supplement (not replace) other resources you can find. The lecture notes also serve as a guide to help the student understand what parts of mathematics are most useful and relevant for Materials Science.

There will be some lectures where I might choose to deviate from the notes, although the topic will remain the same as advertised. When this happens, you are still expected to study the material in the lectures notes as well.

The specific purpose of the notes is to provide neatly typeset equations and graphics that will be used in the lecture along with a few observations. This will eliminate the time required to write and draw, perhaps a bit sloppily, for you in your notes and for me on the blackboard.

The lecture notes will have reading assignments printed at the beginning of each lecture; they will look like this:

*Kreyszig* 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4. If you do not have the book, then you may find relevant materials by doing a search. While many academics are wary, I believe Wikipedia has become an excellent and trustworthy pedagogical resource for undergraduate and graduate level education. If you don’t have or read the class textbook, I think it is fine to look at Wikipedia pages associated with the content.

In any case, part of the units for this course involve reading. You are receiving an expensive education—you should strive to make your education valuable by reading.

Those concepts that are fundamental to this course will be presented in lectures by the lecturer (or in the form of welcome questions and points of clarification by the students) and some explanatory notes will be written upon the blackboard.

You are responsible for the reading materials and lecture notes. Occasionally, the instructor will introduce extra material during the lecture that will displace topics in the notes.

The notes will have places for you to fill in auxiliary discussion and explanation. Those places will look like this:

```
You can use these notes in several ways. You could print them out before lecture, and write your own lecture notes directly on them during the lecture. You could take lecture notes on your own paper and then neatly copy them onto a printout later. You could print them before lecture and write on them rapidly and then copy—neatly and thoughtfully—your notes onto a freshly printed set. I recommend the latter for effective learning and the creation of a set of notes that might provide future reference material—but do whatever works for you.
```

---

\(^1\)Units at MIT are assigned under the following schema: *lec-lab-out* where *lec* is the number of lecture/recitation hours, *lab* is the number of laboratory hours, and *out* is the number of outside (reading, preparation, homework) hours per week. One MIT unit represents about 14 hours of semester work on the average. Note that there are only seven problem sets; that is one problem set every two weeks—try not to wait until the last minute to do the problem sets.
The lecture notes will also refer to Mathematica® notebooks available on the 3.016 website for downloading. These notebooks will be used as Mathematica® sessions during the lectures to illustrate specific points and provide examples for you to help solve homework problems.

References to Mathematica® notebooks look like the ones given at the end of this lecture’s notes in section 1.

These examples will serve as place-holders in the lecture note when we switch from chalkboard and/or projected display of the notes to a live Mathematica® session.

**Lecture and Laboratory Calendar**

This calendar will be updated throughout the semester. Students should consult this calendar weekly to obtain the required reading assignments for the laboratory.

**Week of 3—7 September**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 09/03</td>
<td>Labor Day, No Lectures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 09/05</td>
<td>Lect. 1 Course organization and introduction to Mathematica, Common Errors for Beginners</td>
<td>Course Notes and Mathematica Notebook I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 09/07</td>
<td>Lect. 2 Introduction to Mathematica, assignment and evaluation, rules and replacement, basic calculus and plotting, lists and matrices, getting help</td>
<td>Course Notes and Mathematica Notebook II</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Th 09/06 Lab 0</td>
<td>Discussion of Laboratory and Expectations</td>
<td>Start Reading, finding tutorials for Laboratory 0 as Soon as Possible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 Sept.</td>
<td>12 Sept. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Lectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M</strong> 09/10</td>
<td>Mathematica programming: functions and patterns, localized variables, logical switches, recursion; Graphics: plotting lists of data, examples</td>
<td>Course Notes and Mathematica Notebook <em>III</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W</strong> 09/12</td>
<td>Mathematica: symbolic and numerical operations, operations on expressions, solving equations, numerical solutions, file input and output, using packages</td>
<td>Course Notes and Mathematica Notebook <em>IV</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F</strong> 09/14</td>
<td>Mathematica: overview of graphics, animation, interaction, graphics primitives, complete worked examples</td>
<td>Course Notes and Mathematica Notebook <em>V</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 Sept.</td>
<td><strong>12 Sept.</strong> (10AM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 Sept.</td>
<td>19 Sept. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Lectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 09/17</td>
<td>Linear algebra: matrix operations, interpretations of matrix operations, multiplication, transposes, index notation</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 4.0, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 09/19</td>
<td>Linear algebra: solutions to linear systems of equations, determinants, matrix inverses, linear transformations and vector spaces</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 7.7, 7.8, 7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 09/21</td>
<td>Student Holiday, No Lectures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 Sept.</td>
<td>19 Sept. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 Sept.</td>
<td>26 Sept. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Week of 24—28 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lectures</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 09/24</td>
<td>Complex numbers: complex plane, addition and multiplication, complex conjugates, polar form of complex numbers, powers and roots, exponentiation, hyperbolic and trigonometric forms</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 13.1, 13.2, 13.3, 13.4, 13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 09/26</td>
<td>Matrix eigenvalues: eigenvalue/eigenvector definitions, invariants, principal directions and values, symmetric, skew-symmetric, and orthogonal systems, orthogonal transformations</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 09/28</td>
<td>Hermitian forms, similar matrices, eigenvalue basis, diagonal forms</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 8.4, 8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Th 09/27</td>
<td>File input/output, plotting data</td>
<td><em>Mathematica Help Browser</em> “tutorial/ImportingAndExportingFiles,” “tutorial/ImportingAndExportingData,” “tutorial/lottingListsOfData,” “tutorial/ManipulatingNumericalData,” “tutorial/CurveFitting,” “guide/Statistics”; Functions: Dimensions, Append, AppendTo, Mean, StandardDeviation, ListPlot, Table, MultipleListPlot, Fit, FindFit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 Sept.</td>
<td>26 Sept. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (hard!)</td>
<td>17 Sept.</td>
<td>17 Oct. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Week of 1—5 October

3.014 Laboratory Week: 3.016 does not meet (*However*, homework 4—*which is hard*—is due 17 Oct.)
### Week of 08—12 October

#### Lectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 10/08</td>
<td>Columbus Day, No Lectures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 10/10</td>
<td>Vector calculus: vector algebra, inner products, cross products, determinants as triple products, derivatives of vectors</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 10/12</td>
<td>Multi-variable calculus: curves and arc length, differentials of scalar functions of vector arguments, chain rules for several variables, change of variable and thermodynamic notation, gradients and directional derivatives</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 9.5, 9.6, 9.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Th 10/11</td>
<td>Graphical representations in three and higher dimensions</td>
<td><em>Mathematica Help Browser</em>  “tutorial/BasicPlotting,” “tutorial/RedrawingAndCombiningPlots,”  “tutorial/ThreeDimensionalSurfacePlots,” “tutorial/ParametricPlots,” “tutorial/SomeSpecialPlots,”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17 Sep.</td>
<td>17 Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 Oct.</td>
<td>24 Oct.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Week of 15—19 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 10/15 Lect. 13</td>
<td>Vector differential operations: divergence and its interpretation, curl and its interpretation</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig 9.8, 9.9</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 10/17 Lect. 14</td>
<td>Path integration: integral over a curve, change of variables, multidimensional integrals</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig 10.1, 10.2, 10.3</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 10/19 Lect. 15</td>
<td>Multidimensional forms of the Fundamental theorem of calculus: Green’s theorem in the plane, surface representations and integrals</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17 Sept.</td>
<td>17 Oct. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 Oct.</td>
<td>24 Oct.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Week of 22—26 October

3.014 Laboratory Week: 3.016 does not meet (However, homework 5 is due on Wednesday by 10AM).
**Week of 29 October—2 November**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M 10/29</strong></td>
<td>Lect 16</td>
<td><strong>Kreyszig 10.7, 10.8, 10.9</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multi-variable calculus: triple integrals and divergence theorem, applications and interpretation of the divergence theorem, Stokes’ theorem.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W 10/31</strong></td>
<td>Lect. 17</td>
<td><strong>Kreyszig 11.1, 11.2, 11.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Periodic functions: Fourier series, Interpretation of Fourier coefficients, convergence, odd and even expansions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F 11/02</strong></td>
<td>Lect. 18</td>
<td><strong>Kreyszig 11.4, 11.6, 11.7, 11.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fourier theory: complex form of Fourier series, Fourier integrals, Fourier cosine and sine transforms, the Fourier transforms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Th 11/01</strong></td>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td><em>Mathematica Help Browser</em> “tutorial/NumericalOptimization”;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Functions: Minimize, Maximize, FindMinimum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Week of 5—9 November

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lectures</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 11/05 Lect 19</td>
<td>Ordinary differential equations: physical interpretations, geometrical interpretations, separable equations</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 1.1, 1.2, 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 11/07 Lect. 20</td>
<td>ODEs: derivations for simple models, exact equations and integrating factors, the Bernoulli equation</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 1.4, 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 11/09 Lect. 21</td>
<td>Higher order differential equations: homogeneous second order, initial value problems, second order with constant coefficients, solution behavior</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig</em> 2.1, 2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15 Oct.</td>
<td>7 Nov. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 (hard!)</td>
<td>1 Nov.</td>
<td>5 Dec. (10AM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Week of 19—23 November

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M 11/19</strong></td>
<td>3.014 lab continues, no lecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W 11/21</strong></td>
<td>Differential operators, damped and forced harmonic oscillators, non-homogeneous equations</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig 2.3, 2.4, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F 11/25</strong></td>
<td>Holiday, No Lectures</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Holiday, No Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Th 11/24</td>
<td>Holiday, no laboratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Week of 26—30 November

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M 11/26</strong></td>
<td>Resonance phenomena, higher order equations, beam theory</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig 2.8, 2.9, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>W 11/28</strong></td>
<td>Systems of differential equations, linearization, stable points, classification of stable points</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig 4.1, 4.2</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F 11/30</strong></td>
<td>Linear differential equations: phase plane analysis and visualization</td>
<td><em>Kreyszig 4.3, 4.4</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Laboratory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7 (Hard!)</td>
<td>1 Nov</td>
<td>5 Dec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Week of 3—7 December

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lectures</th>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Reading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 12/5</td>
<td>PDEs, separation of variables.</td>
<td>Kreyszig 12.1—12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lect. 26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W 12/7</td>
<td>TBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lect. 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F 12/09</td>
<td>3.014 Laboratory, No Lecture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Homework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework Set</th>
<th>Out</th>
<th>Due</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15 Oct.</td>
<td>5 Dec (10AM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Week of 10—14 December

3.014 Laboratory Week: 3.016 does not meet
Beginners to Mathematica

Beginners to Mathematica® tend to make the same kinds of mistakes. I’ve been collecting a list of such mistakes and present them to you as a reference tool.

I’ve constructed a few subjective usage paradigms and elements of style for Mathematica®: 

Examples of Common Mistakes!

1: 1 Probable error: The parenthesis do not call a function, but would imply multiplication instead.

2: 2 Error: The plot’s range should be in curlies {—}.

3: 3 Error: Sort should be called on a list, which must be formed with curlies—not parenthesis.

4: 4 Probable error: If the intention was to multiply the list by a constant, then the first set of curlies turned the constant into a list, not a constant.

5: 5 Probable error: If the intention was to extract the first element in the list, then double square brackets are needed (i.e., [[—]])

6: 6 Error: brackets cannot be used for grouping, use parentheses instead.

7: 7 Probable error: The double brackets do not make a function call.

8–9 Probable error: Mathematica® is case sensitive and functions are usually made by concatenating words with their first letters capitalized (e.g., ArcCos).

9: 8 Functions are usually created designed with patterns (i.e., x_, y_) for variables. This is an error if x is a defined variable. This line is correct in using the appropriate delayed assignment :=.

10: 12 Probable error: Here a function is defined with a direct assignment (=) and not delayed assignment :=. Because x was defined previously, the function will not use the current value of x in future calls, but the old one.
Lecture 01 Mathematica® Example 2

Common Mathematica Mistakes


(continued) list of common beginner Mathematica® mistakes. The entries here are typical mistakes involving: the difference between assignment (=) and logical equality (==); forgetting commas; and, inadvertently reusing a defined variable.

### Common Mistakes!

| 1 | Probable error: In the first line, assignments (=) are used instead of the double equals (==) which is a logical equality. |
| 2 | Probable error: Assignment of the symbol \( \delta \) was probably intended by here a logical equality is queried (i.e., Is \( \delta \) the same as 24?) and no value is assigned to \( \delta \). |
| 3 | Error: Commas separate arguments in functions like Plot that require at least two arguments. |
| 4 | Probable error: The symbol \( k \) was inadvertently assigned in the first line, and its value is still known to Mathematica®. |
| 5 | Practical advice is to clear the variable definitions with Clear. |
| 6 | More powerful practical advice, but slight overkill, is to clear all user-defined variables. As a last resort when everything seems awry, kill the kernel with the menu and restart it. This starts up a new Mathematica® session, but does not destroy the text in the Notebook. |
Lecture 01  MATHEMATICA® Example 3

Common Mathematica Mistakes


(continued) list of common beginner MATHEMATICA® mistakes. The entries here are typical mistakes associated with using functions that are defined in Packages; assigning a variable to a formatted expression; and, using Evaluate within Plot.

1: Some of the less-used MATHEMATICA® functions are defined in Mathematica Packages and are not loaded automatically when Mathematica® is started.

2: Probable error: Histogram3D is defined in Histograms

3-6 Demonstrate a method to find the names of the installed Mathematica® packages. The current version of Mathematica®'s help-browser (6.0) doesn't provide a way to find them. It is probably a good idea to Clear the definition of a function like Histogram3D if you use it before loading its package. Clear before reading in the package.

7: Probable error: Here the formatting becomes part of the variable assignment. In this case, a MatrixForm of a matrix is not a matrix and so matrix operations are not defined (i.e., EigenValues would not produce the expected result).

8: Practical advice is to separate the definition from the display of the assigned variable. Here a matrix is defined; its MatrixForm is displayed, and EigenValues of the matrix can be calculated.

9: Some functions, such as Plot, evaluate their arguments in a round-about way. This produced an error in pre-6.0 versions of Mathematica®. However, in 6.0, not using Evaluate makes the time of the computation long and will not produce a nice multicolored set of curves.

10: If a computationally intensive function is not doing what you expect, then try to wrap an expression in an Evaluate function—in this case it will tell Plot that it is operating on a list of particular size and produce a different color for each curve.
This is an excerpt of an address that J. Clerk Maxwell made to the British Association of Mathematics and Physical Sciences. In this address, he articulates the utility of combining Mathematical and Physical ‘thinking.’

Address to the Mathematical and Physical Sections of the British Association
James Clerk Maxwell

Text from Project Guttenberg http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/etext04/jmax110.txt

... As mathematicians, we perform certain mental operations on the symbols of number or of quantity, and, by proceeding step by step from more simple to more complex operations, we are enabled to express the same thing in many different forms. The equivalence of these different forms, though a necessary consequence of self-evident axioms, is not always, to our minds, self-evident; but the mathematician, who by long practice has acquired a familiarity with many of these forms, and has become expert in the processes which lead from one to another, can often transform a perplexing expression into another which explains its meaning in more intelligible language.

As students of Physics we observe phenomena under varied circumstances, and endeavour to deduce the laws of their relations. Every natural phenomenon is, to our minds, the result of an infinitely complex system of conditions. What we set ourselves to do is to unravel these conditions, and by viewing the phenomenon in a way which is in itself partial and imperfect, to piece out its features one by one, beginning with that which strikes us first, and thus gradually learning how to look at the whole phenomenon so as to obtain a continually greater degree of clearness and distinctness. In this process, the feature which presents itself most forcibly to the untrained inquirer may not be that which is considered most fundamental by the experienced man of science; for the success of any physical investigation depends on the judicious selection of what is to be observed as of primary importance, combined with a voluntary abstraction of the mind from those features which, however attractive they appear, we are not yet sufficiently advanced in science to investigate with profit.

Intellectual processes of this kind have been going on since the first formation of language, and are going on still. No doubt the feature which strikes us first and most forcibly in any phenomenon, is the pleasure or the pain which accompanies it, and the agreeable or disagreeable results which follow after it. A theory of nature from this point of view is embodied in many of our words and phrases, and is by no means extinct even in our deliberate opinions.

It was a great step in science when men became convinced that, in order to understand the nature of things, they must begin by asking, not whether a thing is good or bad, noxious or beneficial, but of what kind is it? and how much is there of it? Quality and Quantity were then first recognized as the primary features to be observed in scientific inquiry.

As science has been developed, the domain of quantity has everywhere encroached on that of quality, till the process of scientific inquiry seems to have become simply the measurement and registration of quantities, combined with a mathematical discussion of the numbers thus obtained. It is this scientific method of directing our attention to those features of phenomena which may be regarded as quantities which brings physical research under the influence of mathematical reasoning. In the work of the Section we shall have abundant examples of the successful application of this method to the most recent conquests of science; but I wish at present to direct your attention to some of the reciprocal effects of the progress of science on those elementary conceptions which are sometimes thought to be beyond the reach of change.

If the skill of the mathematician has enabled the experimentalist to see that the quantities which
he has measured are connected by necessary relations, the discoveries of physics have revealed to the mathematician new forms of quantities which he could never have imagined for himself.

Of the methods by which the mathematician may make his labours most useful to the student of nature, that which I think is at present most important is the systematic classification of quantities.

The quantities which we study in mathematics and physics may be classified in two different ways.

The student who wishes to master any particular science must make himself familiar with the various kinds of quantities which belong to that science. When he understands all the relations between these quantities, he regards them as forming a connected system, and he classes the whole system of quantities together as belonging to that particular science. This classification is the most natural from a physical point of view, and it is generally the first in order of time.

But when the student has become acquainted with several different sciences, he finds that the mathematical processes and trains of reasoning in one science resemble those in another so much that his knowledge of the one science may be made a most useful help in the study of the other.

When he examines into the reason of this, he finds that in the two sciences he has been dealing with systems of quantities, in which the mathematical forms of the relations of the quantities are the same in both systems, though the physical nature of the quantities may be utterly different.

He is thus led to recognize a classification of quantities on a new principle, according to which the physical nature of the quantity is subordinated to its mathematical form. This is the point of view which is characteristic of the mathematician; but it stands second to the physical aspect in order of time, because the human mind, in order to conceive of different kinds of quantities, must have them presented to it by nature.

I do not here refer to the fact that all quantities, as such, are subject to the rules of arithmetic and algebra, and are therefore capable of being submitted to those dry calculations which represent, to so many minds, their only idea of mathematics.

The human mind is seldom satisfied, and is certainly never exercising its highest functions, when it is doing the work of a calculating machine. What the man of science, whether he is a mathematician or a physical inquirer, aims at is, to acquire and develop clear ideas of the things he deals with. For this purpose he is willing to enter on long calculations, and to be for a season a calculating machine, if he can only at last make his ideas clearer.

But if he finds that clear ideas are not to be obtained by means of processes the steps of which he is sure to forget before he has reached the conclusion, it is much better that he should turn to another method, and try to understand the subject by means of well-chosen illustrations derived from subjects with which he is more familiar.

We all know how much more popular the illustrative method of exposition is found, than that in which bare processes of reasoning and calculation form the principal subject of discourse.

Now a truly scientific illustration is a method to enable the mind to grasp some conception or law in one branch of science, by placing before it a conception or a law in a different branch of science, and directing the mind to lay hold of that mathematical form which is common to the corresponding ideas in the two sciences, leaving out of account for the present the difference between the physical nature of the real phenomena.

The correctness of such an illustration depends on whether the two systems of ideas which are compared together are really analogous in form, or whether, in other words, the corresponding physical quantities really belong to the same mathematical class. When this condition is fulfilled, the illustration is not only convenient for teaching science in a pleasant and easy manner, but the recognition of the formal analogy between the two systems of ideas leads to a knowledge of both, more profound than could be obtained by studying each system separately.

There are men who, when any relation or law, however complex, is put before them in a symbolical form, can grasp its full meaning as a relation among abstract quantities. Such men sometimes treat with indifference the further statement that quantities actually exist in nature which fulfil this relation. The mental image of the concrete reality seems rather to disturb than to assist their contemplations.
But the great majority of mankind are utterly unable, without long training, to retain in their minds the unembodied symbols of the pure mathematician, so that, if science is ever to become popular, and yet remain scientific, it must be by a profound study and a copious application of those principles of the mathematical classification of quantities which, as we have seen, lie at the root of every truly scientific illustration.

There are, as I have said, some minds which can go on contemplating with satisfaction pure quantities presented to the eye by symbols, and to the mind in a form which none but mathematicians can conceive.

There are others who feel more enjoyment in following geometrical forms, which they draw on paper, or build up in the empty space before them.

Others, again, are not content unless they can project their whole physical energies into the scene which they conjure up. They learn at what a rate the planets rush through space, and they experience a delightful feeling of exhilaration. They calculate the forces with which the heavenly bodies pull at one another, and they feel their own muscles straining with the effort.

To such men momentum, energy, mass are not mere abstract expressions of the results of scientific inquiry. They are words of power, which stir their souls like the memories of childhood.

For the sake of persons of these different types, scientific truth should be presented in different forms, and should be regarded as equally scientific whether it appears in the robust form and the vivid colouring of a physical illustration, or in the tenuity and paleness of a symbolical expression.

Time would fail me if I were to attempt to illustrate by examples the scientific value of the classification of quantities. I shall only mention the name of that important class of magnitudes having direction in space which Hamilton has called vectors, and which form the subject-matter of the Calculus of Quaternions, a branch of mathematics which, when it shall have been thoroughly understood by men of the illustrative type, and clothed by them with physical imagery, will become, perhaps under some new name, a most powerful method of communicating truly scientific knowledge to persons apparently devoid of the calculating spirit.

The mutual action and reaction between the different departments of human thought is so interesting to the student of scientific progress, that, at the risk of still further encroaching on the valuable time of the Section, I shall say a few words on a branch of physics which not very long ago would have been considered rather a branch of metaphysics, I mean the atomic theory, or, as it is now called, the molecular theory of the constitution of bodies.

Not many years ago if we had been asked in what regions of physical science the advance of discovery was least apparent, we should have pointed to the hopelessly distant fixed stars on the one hand, and to the inscrutable delicacy of the texture of material bodies on the other.

Indeed, if we are to regard Comte as in any degree representing the scientific opinion of his time, the research into what takes place beyond our own solar system seemed then to be exceedingly unpromising, if not altogether illusory.

The opinion that the bodies which we see and handle, which we can set in motion or leave at rest, which we can break in pieces and destroy, are composed of smaller bodies which we cannot see or handle, which are always in motion, and which can neither be stopped nor broken in pieces, nor in any way destroyed or deprived of the least of their properties, was known by the name of the Atomic theory. It was associated with the names of Democritus, Epicurus, and Lucretius, and was commonly supposed to admit the existence only of atoms and void, to the exclusion of any other basis of things from the universe.

In many physical reasonings and mathematical calculations we are accustomed to argue as if such substances as air, water, or metal, which appear to our senses uniform and continuous, were strictly and mathematically uniform and continuous.

We know that we can divide a pint of water into many millions of portions, each of which is as fully endowed with all the properties of water as the whole pint was; and it seems only natural to conclude that we might go on subdividing the water for ever, just as we can never come to a limit in
subdividing the space in which it is contained. We have heard how Faraday divided a grain of gold into an inconceivable number of separate particles, and we may see Dr Tyndall produce from a mere suspicion of nitrite of butyle an immense cloud, the minute visible portion of which is still cloud, and therefore must contain many molecules of nitrite of butyle.

But evidence from different and independent sources is now crowding in upon us which compels us to admit that if we could push the process of subdivision still further we should come to a limit, because each portion would then contain only one molecule, an individual body, one and indivisible, unalterable by any power in nature.

Even in our ordinary experiments on very finely divided matter we find that the substance is beginning to lose the properties which it exhibits when in a large mass, and that effects depending on the individual action of molecules are beginning to become prominent.

The study of these phenomena is at present the path which leads to the development of molecular science.

That superficial tension of liquids which is called capillary attraction is one of these phenomena. Another important class of phenomena are those which are due to that motion of agitation by which the molecules of a liquid or gas are continually working their way from one place to another, and continually changing their course, like people hustled in a crowd.

On this depends the rate of diffusion of gases and liquids through each other, to the study of which, as one of the keys of molecular science, that unwearied inquirer into nature's secrets, the late Prof. Graham, devoted such arduous labour.

The rate of electrolytic conduction is, according to Wiedemann's theory, influenced by the same cause; and the conduction of heat in fluids depends probably on the same kind of action. In the case of gases, a molecular theory has been developed by Clausius and others, capable of mathematical treatment, and subjected to experimental investigation; and by this theory nearly every known mechanical property of gases has been explained on dynamical principles; so that the properties of individual gaseous molecules are in a fair way to become objects of scientific research.

Now Mr. Stoney has pointed out[1] that the numerical results of experiments on gases render it probable that the mean distance of their particles at the ordinary temperature and pressure is a quantity of the same order of magnitude as a millionth of a millimetre, and Sir William Thomson has since[2] shewn, by several independent lines of argument, drawn from phenomena so different in themselves as the electrification of metals by contact, the tension of soap-bubbles, and the friction of air, that in ordinary solids and liquids the average distance between contiguous molecules is less than the hundred-millionth, and greater than the two-thousand-millionth of a centimetre.²

These, of course, are exceedingly rough estimates, for they are derived from measurements some of which are still confessedly very rough; but if at the present time, we can form even a rough plan for arriving at results of this kind, we may hope that, as our means of experimental inquiry become more accurate and more varied, our conception of a molecule will become more definite, so that we may be able at no distant period to estimate its weight with a greater degree of precision.

A theory, which Sir W. Thomson has founded on Helmholtz's splendid hydrodynamical theorems, seeks for the properties of molecules in the ring vortices of a uniform, frictionless, incompressible fluid. Such whirling rings may be seen when an experienced smoker sends out a dexterous puff of smoke into the still air, but a more evanescent phenomenon it is difficult to conceive. This evanescence is owing to the viscosity of the air; but Helmholtz has shewn that in a perfect fluid such a whirling ring, if once generated, would go on whirling for ever, would always consist of the very same portion of the fluid which was first set whirling, and could never be cut in two by any natural cause. The generation of a ring-vortex is of course equally beyond the power of natural causes, but once generated, it has the properties of individuality, permanence in quantity, and indestructibility. It is also the recipient of impulse and of energy, which is all we can affirm of matter; and these ring-vortices are capable of such varied connexions and knotted self-involutions, that the properties of differently knotted vortices must

be as different as those of different kinds of molecules can be.

If a theory of this kind should be found, after conquering the enormous mathematical difficulties of the subject, to represent in any degree the actual properties of molecules, it will stand in a very different scientific position from those theories of molecular action which are formed by investing the molecule with an arbitrary system of central forces invented expressly to account for the observed phenomena.

In the vortex theory we have nothing arbitrary, no central forces or occult properties of any other kind. We have nothing but matter and motion, and when the vortex is once started its properties are all determined from the original impetus, and no further assumptions are possible.

Even in the present undeveloped state of the theory, the contemplation of the individuality and indestructibility of a ring-vortex in a perfect fluid cannot fail to disturb the commonly received opinion that a molecule, in order to be permanent, must be a very hard body.

In fact one of the first conditions which a molecule must fulfil is, apparently, inconsistent with its being a single hard body. We know from those spectroscopic researches which have thrown so much light on different branches of science, that a molecule can be set into a state of internal vibration, in which it gives off to the surrounding medium light of definite refrangibility—light, that is, of definite wave-length and definite period of vibration. The fact that all the molecules (say, of hydrogen) which we can procure for our experiments, when agitated by heat or by the passage of an electric spark, vibrate precisely in the same periodic time, or, to speak more accurately, that their vibrations are composed of a system of simple vibrations having always the same periods, is a very remarkable fact.

I must leave it to others to describe the progress of that splendid series of spectroscopic discoveries by which the chemistry of the heavenly bodies has been brought within the range of human inquiry. I wish rather to direct your attention to the fact that, not only has every molecule of terrestrial hydrogen the same system of periods of free vibration, but that the spectroscopic examination of the light of the sun and stars shews that, in regions the distance of which we can only feebly imagine, there are molecules vibrating in as exact unison with the molecules of terrestrial hydrogen as two tuning-forks tuned to concert pitch, or two watches regulated to solar time.

Now this absolute equality in the magnitude of quantities, occurring in all parts of the universe, is worth our consideration.

The dimensions of individual natural bodies are either quite indeterminate, as in the case of planets, stones, trees, etc., or they vary within moderate limits, as in the case of seeds, eggs, etc.; but even in these cases small quantitative differences are met with which do not interfere with the essential properties of the body.

Even crystals, which are so definite in geometrical form, are variable with respect to their absolute dimensions.

Among the works of man we sometimes find a certain degree of uniformity.

There is a uniformity among the different bullets which are cast in the same mould, and the different copies of a book printed from the same type.

If we examine the coins, or the weights and measures, of a civilized country, we find a uniformity, which is produced by careful adjustment to standards made and provided by the state. The degree of uniformity of these national standards is a measure of that spirit of justice in the nation which has enacted laws to regulate them and appointed officers to test them.

This subject is one in which we, as a scientific body, take a warm interest; and you are all aware of the vast amount of scientific work which has been expended, and profitably expended, in providing weights and measures for commercial and scientific purposes.

The earth has been measured as a basis for a permanent standard of length, and every property of metals has been investigated to guard against any alteration of the material standards when made. To weigh or measure any thing with modern accuracy, requires a course of experiment and calculation in which almost every branch of physics and mathematics is brought into requisition.

Yet, after all, the dimensions of our earth and its time of rotation, though, relatively to our present means of comparison, very permanent, are not so by any physical necessity. The earth might contract
by cooling, or it might be enlarged by a layer of meteorites falling on it, or its rate of revolution might slowly slacken, and yet it would continue to be as much a planet as before.

But a molecule, say of hydrogen, if either its mass or its time of vibration were to be altered in the least, would no longer be a molecule of hydrogen.

If, then, we wish to obtain standards of length, time, and mass which shall be absolutely permanent, we must seek them not in the dimensions, or the motion, or the mass of our planet, but in the wavelength, the period of vibration, and the absolute mass of these imperishable and unalterable and perfectly similar molecules.

When we find that here, and in the starry heavens, there are innumerable multitudes of little bodies of exactly the same mass, so many, and no more, to the grain, and vibrating in exactly the same time, so many times, and no more, in a second, and when we reflect that no power in nature can now alter in the least either the mass or the period of any one of them, we seem to have advanced along the path of natural knowledge to one of those points at which we must accept the guidance of that faith by which we understand that “that which is seen was not made of things which do appear.”

One of the most remarkable results of the progress of molecular science is the light it has thrown on the nature of irreversible processes—processes, that is, which always tend towards and never away from a certain limiting state. Thus, if two gases be put into the same vessel, they become mixed, and the mixture tends continually to become more uniform. If two unequally heated portions of the same gas are put into the vessel, something of the kind takes place, and the whole tends to become of the same temperature. If two unequally heated solid bodies be placed in contact, a continual approximation of both to an intermediate temperature takes place.

In the case of the two gases, a separation may be effected by chemical means; but in the other two cases the former state of things cannot be restored by any natural process.

In the case of the conduction or diffusion of heat the process is not only irreversible, but it involves the irreversible diminution of that part of the whole stock of thermal energy which is capable of being converted into mechanical work.

This is Thomson’s theory of the irreversible dissipation of energy, and it is equivalent to the doctrine of Clausius concerning the growth of what he calls Entropy.

The irreversible character of this process is strikingly embodied in Fourier’s theory of the conduction of heat, where the formulae themselves indicate, for all positive values of the time, a possible solution which continually tends to the form of a uniform diffusion of heat.

But if we attempt to ascend the stream of time by giving to its symbol continually diminishing values, we are led up to a state of things in which the formula has what is called a critical value; and if we inquire into the state of things the instant before, we find that the formula becomes absurd.

We thus arrive at the conception of a state of things which cannot be conceived as the physical result of a previous state of things, and we find that this critical condition actually existed at an epoch not in the utmost depths of a past eternity, but separated from the present time by a finite interval.

This idea of a beginning is one which the physical researches of recent times have brought home to us, more than any observer of the course of scientific thought in former times would have had reason to expect.

But the mind of man is not, like Fourier’s heated body, continually settling down into an ultimate state of quiet uniformity, the character of which we can already predict; it is rather like a tree, shooting out branches which adapt themselves to the new aspects of the sky towards which they climb, and roots which contort themselves among the strange strata of the earth into which they delve. To us who breathe only the spirit of our own age, and know only the characteristics of contemporary thought, it is as impossible to predict the general tone of the science of the future as it is to anticipate the particular discoveries which it will make.

Physical research is continually revealing to us new features of natural processes, and we are thus compelled to search for new forms of thought appropriate to these features. Hence the importance of a careful study of those relations between mathematics and Physics which determine the conditions
under which the ideas derived from one department of physics may be safely used in forming ideas to be employed in a new department.

The figure of speech or of thought by which we transfer the language and ideas of a familiar science to one with which we are less acquainted may be called Scientific Metaphor.

Thus the words Velocity, Momentum, Force, etc. have acquired certain precise meanings in Elementary Dynamics. They are also employed in the Dynamics of a Connected System in a sense which, though perfectly analogous to the elementary sense, is wider and more general.

These generalized forms of elementary ideas may be called metaphorical terms in the sense in which every abstract term is metaphorical. The characteristic of a truly scientific system of metaphors is that each term in its metaphorical use retains all the formal relations to the other terms of the system which it had in its original use. The method is then truly scientific—that is, not only a legitimate product of science, but capable of generating science in its turn.

There are certain electrical phenomena, again, which are connected together by relations of the same form as those which connect dynamical phenomena. To apply to these the phrases of dynamics with proper distinctions and provisional reservations is an example of a metaphor of a bolder kind; but it is a legitimate metaphor if it conveys a true idea of the electrical relations to those who have been already trained in dynamics.

Suppose, then, that we have successfully introduced certain ideas belonging to an elementary science by applying them metaphorically to some new class of phenomena. It becomes an important philosophical question to determine in what degree the applicability of the old ideas to the new subject may be taken as evidence that the new phenomena are physically similar to the old.

The best instances for the determination of this question are those in which two different explanations have been given of the same thing.

The most celebrated case of this kind is that of the corpuscular and the undulatory theories of light. Up to a certain point the phenomena of light are equally well explained by both; beyond this point, one of them fails.

To understand the true relation of these theories in that part of the field where they seem equally applicable we must look at them in the light which Hamilton has thrown upon them by his discovery that to every brachistochrone problem there corresponds a problem of free motion, involving different velocities and times, but resulting in the same geometrical path. Professor Tait has written a very interesting paper on this subject.

According to a theory of electricity which is making great progress in Germany, two electrical particles act on one another directly at a distance, but with a force which, according to Weber, depends on their relative velocity, and according to a theory hinted at by Gauss, and developed by Riemann, Lorenz, and Neumann, acts not instantaneously, but after a time depending on the distance. The power with which this theory, in the hands of these eminent men, explains every kind of electrical phenomena must be studied in order to be appreciated.

Another theory of electricity, which I prefer, denies action at a distance and attributes electric action to tensions and pressures in an all-pervading medium, these stresses being the same in kind with those familiar to engineers, and the medium being identical with that in which light is supposed to be propagated.

Both these theories are found to explain not only the phenomena by the aid of which they were originally constructed, but other phenomena, which were not thought of or perhaps not known at the time; and both have independently arrived at the same numerical result, which gives the absolute velocity of light in terms of electrical quantities.

That theories apparently so fundamentally opposed should have so large a field of truth common to both is a fact the philosophical importance of which we cannot fully appreciate till we have reached a scientific altitude from which the true relation between hypotheses so different can be seen.

I shall only make one more remark on the relation between Mathematics and Physics. In themselves, one is an operation of the mind, the other is a dance of molecules. The molecules have laws of their
own, some of which we select as most intelligible to us and most amenable to our calculation. We form a theory from these partial data, and we ascribe any deviation of the actual phenomena from this theory to disturbing causes. At the same time we confess that what we call disturbing causes are simply those parts of the true circumstances which we do not know or have neglected, and we endeavour in future to take account of them. We thus acknowledge that the so-called disturbance is a mere figment of the mind, not a fact of nature, and that in natural action there is no disturbance.

But this is not the only way in which the harmony of the material with the mental operation may be disturbed. The mind of the mathematician is subject to many disturbing causes, such as fatigue, loss of memory, and hasty conclusions; and it is found that, from these and other causes, mathematicians make mistakes.

I am not prepared to deny that, to some mind of a higher order than ours, each of these errors might be traced to the regular operation of the laws of actual thinking; in fact we ourselves often do detect, not only errors of calculation, but the causes of these errors. This, however, by no means alters our conviction that they are errors, and that one process of thought is right and another process wrong.

...
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The University of Cambridge, in accordance with that law of its evolution, by which, while maintaining the strictest continuity between the successive phases of its history, it adapts itself with more or less promptness to the requirements of the times, has lately instituted a course of Experimental Physics. This course of study, while it requires us to maintain in action all those powers of attention and analysis which have been so long cultivated in the University, calls on us to exercise our senses in observation, and our hands in manipulation. The familiar apparatus of pen, ink, and paper will no longer be sufficient for us, and we shall require more room than that afforded by a seat at a desk, and a wider area than that of the black board. We owe it to the munificence of our Chancellor, that, whatever be the character in other respects of the experiments which we hope hereafter to conduct, the material facilities for their full development will be upon a scale which has not hitherto been surpassed.

The main feature, therefore, of Experimental Physics at Cambridge is the Devonshire Physical Laboratory, and I think it desirable that on the present occasion, before we enter on the details of any special study, we should consider by what means we, the University of Cambridge, may, as a living body, appropriate and vitalise this new organ, the outward shell of which we expect soon to rise before us. The course of study at this University has always included Natural Philosophy, as well as Pure Mathematics. To diffuse a sound knowledge of Physics, and to imbue the minds of our students with correct dynamical principles, have been long regarded as among our highest functions, and very few of us can now place ourselves in the mental condition in which even such philosophers as the great Descartes were involved in the days before Newton had announced the true laws of the motion of bodies. Indeed the cultivation and diffusion of sound dynamical ideas has already effected a great change in the language and thoughts even of those who make no pretensions to science, and we are daily receiving fresh proofs that the popularisation of scientific doctrines is producing as great an alteration in the mental state of society as the material applications of science are effecting in its outward life. Such indeed is the respect paid to science, that the most absurd opinions may become current, provided they are expressed in language, the sound of which recalls some well-known scientific phrase. If society is thus prepared to receive all kinds of scientific doctrines, it is our part to provide for the diffusion and cultivation, not only of true scientific principles, but of a spirit of sound criticism, founded on an examination of the evidences on which statements apparently scientific depend.

When we shall be able to employ in scientific education, not only the trained attention of the student, and his familiarity with symbols, but the keenness of his eye, the quickness of his ear, the delicacy of his touch, and the adroitness of his fingers, we shall not only extend our influence over a class of men who are not fond of cold abstractions, but, by opening at once all the gateways of knowledge, we shall ensure the association of the doctrines of science with those elementary sensations which form the obscure background of all our conscious thoughts, and which lend a vividness and relief to ideas, which, when presented as mere abstract terms, are apt to fade entirely from the memory.

In a course of Experimental Physics we may consider either the Physics or the Experiments as the leading feature. We may either employ the experiments to illustrate the phenomena of a particular
branch of Physics, or we may make some physical research in order to exemplify a particular experimental method. In the order of time, we should begin, in the Lecture Room, with a course of lectures on some branch of Physics aided by experiments of illustration, and conclude, in the Laboratory, with a course of experiments of research.

Let me say a few words on these two classes of experiments,—Experiments of Illustration and Experiments of Research. The aim of an experiment of illustration is to throw light upon some scientific idea so that the student may be enabled to grasp it. The circumstances of the experiment are so arranged that the phenomenon which we wish to observe or to exhibit is brought into prominence, instead of being obscured and entangled among other phenomena, as it is when it occurs in the ordinary course of nature. To exhibit illustrative experiments, to encourage others to make them, and to cultivate in every way the ideas on which they throw light, forms an important part of our duty. The simpler the materials of an illustrative experiment, and the more familiar they are to the student, the more thoroughly is he likely to acquire the idea which it is meant to illustrate. The educational value of such experiments is often inversely proportional to the complexity of the apparatus. The student who uses home-made apparatus, which is always going wrong, often learns more than one who has the use of carefully adjusted instruments, to which he is apt to trust, and which he dares not take to pieces.

It is very necessary that those who are trying to learn from books the facts of physical science should be enabled by the help of a few illustrative experiments to recognise these facts when they meet with them out of doors. Science appears to us with a very different aspect after we have found out that it is not in lecture rooms only, and by means of the electric light projected on a screen, that we may witness physical phenomena, but that we may find illustrations of the highest doctrines of science in games and gymnastics, in travelling by land and by water, in storms of the air and of the sea, and wherever there is matter in motion.

This habit of recognising principles amid the endless variety of their action can never degrade our sense of the sublimity of nature, or mar our enjoyment of its beauty. On the contrary, it tends to rescue our scientific ideas from that vague condition in which we too often leave them, buried among the other products of a lazy credulity, and to raise them into their proper position among the doctrines in which our faith is so assured, that we are ready at all times to act on them.

Experiments of illustration may be of very different kinds. Some may be adaptations of the commonest operations of ordinary life, others may be carefully arranged exhibitions of some phenomenon which occurs only under peculiar conditions. They all, however, agree in this, that their aim is to present some phenomenon to the senses of the student in such a way that he may associate with it the appropriate scientific idea. When he has grasped this idea, the experiment which illustrates it has served its purpose.

In an experiment of research, on the other hand, this is not the principal aim. It is true that an experiment, in which the principal aim is to see what happens under certain conditions, may be regarded as an experiment of research by those who are not yet familiar with the result, but in experimental researches, strictly so called, the ultimate object is to measure something which we have already seen—to obtain a numerical estimate of some magnitude.

Experiments of this class—those in which measurement of some kind is involved, are the proper work of a Physical Laboratory. In every experiment we have first to make our senses familiar with the phenomenon, but we must not stop here, we must find out which of its features are capable of measurement, and what measurements are required in order to make a complete specification of the phenomenon. We must then make these measurements, and deduce from them the result which we require to find.

This characteristic of modern experiments—that they consist principally of measurements,—is so prominent, that the opinion seems to have got abroad, that in a few years all the great physical constants will have been approximately estimated, and that the only occupation which will then be left to men of science will be to carry on these measurements to another place of decimals.

If this is really the state of things to which we are approaching, our Laboratory may perhaps become
celebrated as a place of conscientious labour and consummate skill, but it will be out of place in the University, and ought rather to be classed with the other great workshops of our country, where equal ability is directed to more useful ends.

But we have no right to think thus of the unsearchable riches of creation, or of the untried fertility of those fresh minds into which these riches will continue to be poured. It may possibly be true that, in some of those fields of discovery which lie open to such rough observations as can be made without artificial methods, the great explorers of former times have appropriated most of what is valuable, and that the gleanings which remain are sought after, rather for their abstruseness, than for their intrinsic worth. But the history of science shews that even during that phase of her progress in which she devotes herself to improving the accuracy of the numerical measurement of quantities with which she has long been familiar, she is preparing the materials for the subjugation of new regions, which would have remained unknown if she had been contented with the rough methods of her early pioneers. I might bring forward instances gathered from every branch of science, shewing how the labour of careful measurement has been rewarded by the discovery of new fields of research, and by the development of new scientific ideas. But the history of the science of terrestrial magnetism affords us a sufficient example of what may be done by Experiments in Concert, such as we hope some day to perform in our Laboratory.

That celebrated traveller, Humboldt, was profoundly impressed with the scientific value of a combined effort to be made by the observers of all nations, to obtain accurate measurements of the magnetism of the earth; and we owe it mainly to his enthusiasm for science, his great reputation and his wide-spread influence, that not only private men of science, but the governments of most of the civilised nations, our own among the number, were induced to take part in the enterprise. But the actual working out of the scheme, and the arrangements by which the labours of the observers were so directed as to obtain the best results, we owe to the great mathematician Gauss, working along with Weber, the future founder of the science of electro-magnetic measurement, in the magnetic observatory of Gottingen, and aided by the skill of the instrument-maker Leyser. These men, however, did not work alone. Numbers of scientific men joined the Magnetic Union, learned the use of the new instruments and the new methods of reducing the observations; and in every city of Europe you might see them, at certain stated times, sitting, each in his cold wooden shed, with his eye fixed at the telescope, his ear attentive to the clock, and his pencil recording in his note-book the instantaneous position of the suspended magnet.

Bacon’s conception of “Experiments in concert” was thus realised, the scattered forces of science were converted into a regular army, and emulation and jealousy became out of place, for the results obtained by any one observer were of no value till they were combined with those of the others.

The increase in the accuracy and completeness of magnetic observations which was obtained by the new method, opened up fields of research which were hardly suspected to exist by those whose observations of the magnetic needle had been conducted in a more primitive manner. We must reserve for its proper place in our course any detailed description of the disturbances to which the magnetism of our planet is found to be subject. Some of these disturbances are periodic, following the regular courses of the sun and moon. Others are sudden, and are called magnetic storms, but, like the storms of the atmosphere, they have their known seasons of frequency. The last and the most mysterious of these magnetic changes is that secular variation by which the whole character of the earth, as a great magnet, is being slowly modified, while the magnetic poles creep on, from century to century, along their winding track in the polar regions.

We have thus learned that the interior of the earth is subject to the influences of the heavenly bodies, but that besides this there is a constantly progressive change going on, the cause of which is entirely unknown. In each of the magnetic observatories throughout the world an arrangement is at work, by means of which a suspended magnet directs a ray of light on a prepared sheet of paper moved by clockwork. On that paper the never-resting heart of the earth is now tracing, in telegraphic symbols which will one day be interpreted, a record of its pulsations and its flutterings, as well as of that slow
but mighty working which warns us that we must not suppose that the inner history of our planet is ended.

But this great experimental research on Terrestrial Magnetism produced lasting effects on the progress of science in general. I need only mention one or two instances. The new methods of measuring forces were successfully applied by Weber to the numerical determination of all the phenomena of electricity, and very soon afterwards the electric telegraph, by conferring a commercial value on exact numerical measurements, contributed largely to the advancement, as well as to the diffusion of scientific knowledge.

But it is not in these more modern branches of science alone that this influence is felt. It is to Gauss, to the Magnetic Union, and to magnetic observers in general, that we owe our deliverance from that absurd method of estimating forces by a variable standard which prevailed so long even among men of science. It was Gauss who first based the practical measurement of magnetic force (and therefore of every other force) on those long established principles, which, though they are embodied in every dynamical equation, have been so generally set aside, that these very equations, though correctly given in our Cambridge textbooks, are usually explained there by assuming, in addition to the variable standard of force, a variable, and therefore illegal, standard of mass.

Such, then, were some of the scientific results which followed in this case from bringing together mathematical power, experimental sagacity, and manipulative skill, to direct and assist the labours of a body of zealous observers. If therefore we desire, for our own advantage and for the honour of our University, that the Devonshire Laboratory should be successful, we must endeavour to maintain it in living union with the other organs and faculties of our learned body. We shall therefore first consider the relation in which we stand to those mathematical studies which have so long flourished among us, which deal with our own subjects, and which differ from our experimental studies only in the mode in which they are presented to the mind.

There is no more powerful method for introducing knowledge into the mind than that of presenting it in as many different ways as we can. When the ideas, after entering through different gateways, effect a junction in the citadel of the mind, the position they occupy becomes impregnable. Opticians tell us that the mental combination of the views of an object which we obtain from stations no further apart than our two eyes is sufficient to produce in our minds an impression of the solidity of the object seen; and we find that this impression is produced even when we are aware that we are really looking at two flat pictures placed in a stereoscope. It is therefore natural to expect that the knowledge of physical science obtained by the combined use of mathematical analysis and experimental research will be of a more solid, available, and enduring kind than that possessed by the mere mathematician or the mere experimenter.

But what will be the effect on the University, if men pursuing that course of reading which has produced so many distinguished Wranglers, turn aside to work experiments? Will not their attendance at the Laboratory count not merely as time withdrawn from their more legitimate studies, but as the introduction of a disturbing element, tainting their mathematical conceptions with material imagery, and sapping their faith in the formulae of the textbook? Besides this, we have already heard complaints of the undue extension of our studies, and of the strain put upon our questionists by the weight of learning which they try to carry with them into the Senate-House. If we now ask them to get up their subjects not only by books and writing, but at the same time by observation and manipulation, will they not break down altogether? The Physical Laboratory, we are told, may perhaps be useful to those who are going out in Natural Science, and who do not take in Mathematics, but to attempt to combine both kinds of study during the time of residence at the University is more than one mind can bear.

No doubt there is some reason for this feeling. Many of us have already overcome the initial difficulties of mathematical training. When we now go on with our study, we feel that it requires exertion and involves fatigue, but we are confident that if we only work hard our progress will be certain.

Some of us, on the other hand, may have had some experience of the routine of experimental work.
As soon as we can read scales, observe times, focus telescopes, and so on, this kind of work ceases to require any great mental effort. We may perhaps tire our eyes and weary our backs, but we do not greatly fatigue our minds.

It is not till we attempt to bring the theoretical part of our training into contact with the practical that we begin to experience the full effect of what Faraday has called “mental inertia”—not only the difficulty of recognising, among the concrete objects before us, the abstract relation which we have learned from books, but the distracting pain of wrenching the mind away from the symbols to the objects, and from the objects back to the symbols. This however is the price we have to pay for new ideas.

But when we have overcome these difficulties, and successfully bridged over the gulph between the abstract and the concrete, it is not a mere piece of knowledge that we have obtained: we have acquired the rudiment of a permanent mental endowment. When, by a repetition of efforts of this kind, we have more fully developed the scientific faculty, the exercise of this faculty in detecting scientific principles in nature, and in directing practice by theory, is no longer irksome, but becomes an unfailing source of enjoyment, to which we return so often, that at last even our careless thoughts begin to run in a scientific channel.

I quite admit that our mental energy is limited in quantity, and I know that many zealous students try to do more than is good for them. But the question about the introduction of experimental study is not entirely one of quantity. It is to a great extent a question of distribution of energy. Some distributions of energy, we know, are more useful than others, because they are more available for those purposes which we desire to accomplish.

Now in the case of study, a great part of our fatigue often arises, not from those mental efforts by which we obtain the mastery of the subject, but from those which are spent in recalling our wandering thoughts; and these efforts of attention would be much less fatiguing if the disturbing force of mental distraction could be removed.

This is the reason why a man whose soul is in his work always makes more progress than one whose aim is something not immediately connected with his occupation. In the latter case the very motive of which he makes use to stimulate his flagging powers becomes the means of distracting his mind from the work before him.

There may be some mathematicians who pursue their studies entirely for their own sake. Most men, however, think that the chief use of mathematics is found in the interpretation of nature. Now a man who studies a piece of mathematics in order to understand some natural phenomenon which he has seen, or to calculate the best arrangement of some experiment which he means to make, is likely to meet with far less distraction of mind than if his sole aim had been to sharpen his mind for the successful practice of the Law, or to obtain a high place in the Mathematical Tripos.

I have known men, who when they were at school, never could see the good of mathematics, but who, when in after life they made this discovery, not only became eminent as scientific engineers, but made considerable progress in the study of abstract mathematics. If our experimental course should help any of you to see the good of mathematics, it will relieve us of much anxiety, for it will not only ensure the success of your future studies, but it will make it much less likely that they will prove injurious to your health.

But why should we labour to prove the advantage of practical science to the University? Let us rather speak of the help which the University may give to science, when men well trained in mathematics and enjoying the advantages of a well-appointed Laboratory, shall unite their efforts to carry out some experimental research which no solitary worker could attempt.

At first it is probable that our principal experimental work must be the illustration of particular branches of science, but as we go on we must add to this the study of scientific methods, the same method being sometimes illustrated by its application to researches belonging to different branches of science.

We might even imagine a course of experimental study the arrangement of which should be founded
on a classification of methods, and not on that of the objects of investigation. A combination of the
two plans seems to me better than either, and while we take every opportunity of studying methods,
we shall take care not to dissociate the method from the scientific research to which it is applied, and
to which it owes its value.

We shall therefore arrange our lectures according to the classification of the principal natural
phenomena, such as heat, electricity, magnetism and so on.

In the laboratory, on the other hand, the place of the different instruments will be determined by a
classification according to methods, such as weighing and measuring, observations of time, optical and
electrical methods of observation, and so on.

The determination of the experiments to be performed at a particular time must often depend upon
the means we have at command, and in the case of the more elaborate experiments, this may imply a
long time of preparation, during which the instruments, the methods, and the observers themselves, are
being gradually fitted for their work. When we have thus brought together the requisites, both material
and intellectual, for a particular experiment, it may sometimes be desirable that before the instruments
are dismounted and the observers dispersed, we should make some other experiment, requiring the same
method, but dealing perhaps with an entirely different class of physical phenomena.

Our principal work, however, in the Laboratory must be to acquaint ourselves with all kinds of
scientific methods, to compare them, and to estimate their value. It will, I think, be a result worthy
of our University, and more likely to be accomplished here than in any private laboratory, if, by the
free and full discussion of the relative value of different scientific procedures, we succeed in forming a
school of scientific criticism, and in assisting the development of the doctrine of method.

But admitting that a practical acquaintance with the methods of Physical Science is an essential
part of a mathematical and scientific education, we may be asked whether we are not attributing too
much importance to science altogether as part of a liberal education.

Fortunately, there is no question here whether the University should continue to be a place of
liberal education, or should devote itself to preparing young men for particular professions. Hence
though some of us may, I hope, see reason to make the pursuit of science the main business of our lives,
it must be one of our most constant aims to maintain a living connexion between our work and the
other liberal studies of Cambridge, whether literary, philological, historical or philosophical.

There is a narrow professional spirit which may grow up among men of science, just as it does
among men who practise any other special business. But surely a University is the very place where we
should be able to overcome this tendency of men to become, as it were, granulated into small worlds,
which are all the more worldly for their very smallness. We lose the advantage of having men of varied
pursuits collected into one body, if we do not endeavour to imbibe some of the spirit even of those
whose special branch of learning is different from our own.

It is not so long ago since any man who devoted himself to geometry, or to any science requiring
continued application, was looked upon as necessarily a misanthrope, who must have abandoned all
human interests, and betaken himself to abstractions so far removed from the world of life and action
that he has become insensible alike to the attractions of pleasure and to the claims of duty.

In the present day, men of science are not looked upon with the same awe or with the same suspicion.
They are supposed to be in league with the material spirit of the age, and to form a kind of advanced
Radical party among men of learning.

We are not here to defend literary and historical studies. We admit that the proper study of
mankind is man. But is the student of science to be withdrawn from the study of man, or cut off from
every noble feeling, so long as he lives in intellectual fellowship with men who have devoted their lives
to the discovery of truth, and the results of whose enquiries have impressed themselves on the ordinary
speech and way of thinking of men who never heard their names? Or is the student of history and of
man to omit from his consideration the history of the origin and diffusion of those ideas which have
produced so great a difference between one age of the world and another?

It is true that the history of science is very different from the science of history. We are not studying
or attempting to study the working of those blind forces which, we are told, are operating on crowds of obscure people, shaking principalities and powers, and compelling reasonable men to bring events to pass in an order laid down by philosophers.

The men whose names are found in the history of science are not mere hypothetical constituents of a crowd, to be reasoned upon only in masses. We recognise them as men like ourselves, and their actions and thoughts, being more free from the influence of passion, and recorded more accurately than those of other men, are all the better materials for the study of the calmer parts of human nature.

But the history of science is not restricted to the enumeration of successful investigations. It has to tell of unsuccessful inquiries, and to explain why some of the ablest men have failed to find the key of knowledge, and how the reputation of others has only given a firmer footing to the errors into which they fell.

The history of the development, whether normal or abnormal, of ideas is of all subjects that in which we, as thinking men, take the deepest interest. But when the action of the mind passes out of the intellectual stage, in which truth and error are the alternatives, into the more violently emotional states of anger and passion, malice and envy, fury and madness; the student of science, though he is obliged to recognise the powerful influence which these wild forces have exercised on mankind, is perhaps in some measure disqualified from pursuing the study of this part of human nature.

But then how few of us are capable of deriving profit from such studies. We cannot enter into full sympathy with these lower phases of our nature without losing some of that antipathy to them which is our surest safeguard against a reversion to a meaner type, and we gladly return to the company of those illustrious men who by aspiring to noble ends, whether intellectual or practical, have risen above the region of storms into a clearer atmosphere, where there is no misrepresentation of opinion, nor ambiguity of expression, but where one mind comes into closest contact with another at the point where both approach nearest to the truth.

I propose to lecture during this term on Heat, and, as our facilities for experimental work are not yet fully developed, I shall endeavour to place before you the relative position and scientific connexion of the different branches of the science, rather than to discuss the details of experimental methods.

We shall begin with Thermometry, or the registration of temperatures, and Calorimetry, or the measurement of quantities of heat. We shall then go on to Thermodynamics, which investigates the relations between the thermal properties of bodies and their other dynamical properties, in so far as these relations may be traced without any assumption as to the particular constitution of these bodies.

The principles of Thermodynamics throw great light on all the phenomena of nature, and it is probable that many valuable applications of these principles have yet to be made; but we shall have to point out the limits of this science, and to shew that many problems in nature, especially those in which the Dissipation of Energy comes into play, are not capable of solution by the principles of Thermodynamics alone, but that in order to understand them, we are obliged to form some more definite theory of the constitution of bodies.

Two theories of the constitution of bodies have struggled for victory with various fortunes since the earliest ages of speculation: one is the theory of a universal plenum, the other is that of atoms and void.

The theory of the plenum is associated with the doctrine of mathematical continuity, and its mathematical methods are those of the Differential Calculus, which is the appropriate expression of the relations of continuous quantity.

The theory of atoms and void leads us to attach more importance to the doctrines of integral numbers and definite proportions; but, in applying dynamical principles to the motion of immense numbers of atoms, the limitation of our faculties forces us to abandon the attempt to express the exact history of each atom, and to be content with estimating the average condition of a group of atoms large enough to be visible. This method of dealing with groups of atoms, which I may call the statistical method, and which in the present state of our knowledge is the only available method of studying the properties of real bodies, involves an abandonment of strict dynamical principles, and an adoption of
the mathematical methods belonging to the theory of probability. It is probable that important results will be obtained by the application of this method, which is as yet little known and is not familiar to our minds. If the actual history of Science had been different, and if the scientific doctrines most familiar to us had been those which must be expressed in this way, it is possible that we might have considered the existence of a certain kind of contingency a self-evident truth, and treated the doctrine of philosophical necessity as a mere sophism.

About the beginning of this century, the properties of bodies were investigated by several distinguished French mathematicians on the hypothesis that they are systems of molecules in equilibrium. The somewhat unsatisfactory nature of the results of these investigations produced, especially in this country, a reaction in favour of the opposite method of treating bodies as if they were, so far at least as our experiments are concerned, truly continuous. This method, in the hands of Green, Stokes, and others, has led to results, the value of which does not at all depend on what theory we adopt as to the ultimate constitution of bodies.

One very important result of the investigation of the properties of bodies on the hypothesis that they are truly continuous is that it furnishes us with a test by which we can ascertain, by experiments on a real body, to what degree of tenuity it must be reduced before it begins to give evidence that its properties are no longer the same as those of the body in mass. Investigations of this kind, combined with a study of various phenomena of diffusion and of dissipation of energy, have recently added greatly to the evidence in favour of the hypothesis that bodies are systems of molecules in motion.

I hope to be able to lay before you in the course of the term some of the evidence for the existence of molecules, considered as individual bodies having definite properties. The molecule, as it is presented to the scientific imagination, is a very different body from any of those with which experience has hitherto made us acquainted.

In the first place its mass, and the other constants which define its properties, are absolutely invariable; the individual molecule can neither grow nor decay, but remains unchanged amid all the changes of the bodies of which it may form a constituent.

In the second place it is not the only molecule of its kind, for there are innumerable other molecules, whose constants are not approximately, but absolutely identical with those of the first molecule, and this whether they are found on the earth, in the sun, or in the fixed stars.

By what process of evolution the philosophers of the future will attempt to account for this identity in the properties of such a multitude of bodies, each of them unchangeable in magnitude, and some of them separated from others by distances which Astronomy attempts in vain to measure, I cannot conjecture. My mind is limited in its power of speculation, and I am forced to believe that these molecules must have been made as they are from the beginning of their existence.

I also conclude that since none of the processes of nature, during their varied action on different individual molecules, have produced, in the course of ages, the slightest difference between the properties of one molecule and those of another, the history of whose combinations has been different, we cannot ascribe either their existence or the identity of their properties to the operation of any of those causes which we call natural.

Is it true then that our scientific speculations have really penetrated beneath the visible appearance of things, which seem to be subject to generation and corruption, and reached the entrance of that world of order and perfection, which continues this day as it was created, perfect in number and measure and weight?

We may be mistaken. No one has as yet seen or handled an individual molecule, and our molecular hypothesis may, in its turn, be supplanted by some new theory of the constitution of matter; but the idea of the existence of unnumbered individual things, all alike and all unchangeable, is one which cannot enter the human mind and remain without fruit.

But what if these molecules, indestructible as they are, turn out to be not substances themselves, but mere affections of some other substance?

According to Sir W. Thomson’s theory of Vortex Atoms, the substance of which the molecule
consists is a uniformly dense \textit{plenum}, the properties of which are those of a perfect fluid, the molecule itself being nothing but a certain motion impressed on a portion of this fluid, and this motion is shewn, by a theorem due to Helmholtz, to be as indestructible as we believe a portion of matter to be.

If a theory of this kind is true, or even if it is conceivable, our idea of matter may have been introduced into our minds through our experience of those systems of vortices which we call bodies, but which are not substances, but motions of a substance; and yet the idea which we have thus acquired of matter, as a substance possessing inertia, may be truly applicable to that fluid of which the vortices are the motion, but of whose existence, apart from the vortical motion of some of its parts, our experience gives us no evidence whatever.

It has been asserted that metaphysical speculation is a thing of the past, and that physical science has extirpated it. The discussion of the categories of existence, however, does not appear to be in danger of coming to an end in our time, and the exercise of speculation continues as fascinating to every fresh mind as it was in the days of Thales.